Clinician “alert fatigue” continues to be among the most vexing problems confronting healthcare organizations in their quest to encourage enthusiastic adoption of CPOE and clinical decision support (CDS) at the point of care. If too many alerts are triggered when medications or tests are being ordered, the likelihood is very high physicians will eventually tune out or actively override even high severity alerts.

Alert fatigue can also cause physicians to bypass or remain skeptical of CPOE, resulting in low adoption rates that impact outcomes and the hospital’s return on its technology investment. This is typically the end result when, as one hospital CMIO noted, alert fatigue drives clinicians to view CPOE as a “challenge to their autonomy or the flavor of the month.”

While alert fatigue is problematic across all types of electronic clinical orders, it is particularly prevalent with medication orders. In fact, medication alerts are so common that they have created a situation where "systems and the computers that are supposed to make physicians’ lives better are actually torturing them.” That is according to the author of a 2009 study of nearly 3,000 prescribers in three states which found that physicians ignored alerts more than 90% of the time, a rate that varied little based on severity.

Indeed, nearly a decade of research has found that little has changed in terms of medication alert fatigue. For example, a study in 2004 found that prescribers overrode 80% of the medication alerts triggered in a hospital practice.

A 2003 study found that prescribers overrode 91.2% of drug allergy alerts and 89.4% of the high-severity drug interaction alerts, leading the researchers to conclude that one-third of the alerts were inappropriate. The authors noted that rejection of alerts “may reflect the skepticism of physicians with greater experience about some features of the CPOE system, such as out-of-date information, identification of interactions that were not clinically significant, failure to note patient tolerance of medication combinations, and the inability to balance the risks and benefits of therapy. It may also reflect a deeper-seated resistance among experienced practitioners to the perceived intrusion of information technology into the practice of clinical medicine.”

**Alert Fatigue Cause and Effect**

Alert fatigue occurs when CPOE systems generate an excessive number of alerts that clinicians consider to be nuisances. These include overly sensitive drug-allergy or drug-drug interaction checks and dose limits that are neither...
informative nor helpful in protecting the patient from an adverse event. This is typically because the alert was not serious, was irrelevant or was shown repeatedly. In other cases, the alert may have been too long or difficult to interpret, or the clinical consequences were unclear. In some cases, the physician may have lacked a clear understanding about the importance of the warning, or the alerts were caused by technological problems or created unnecessary workflow interruptions. On the HIT side of the equation, alert fatigue can often be traced back to CPOE applications that contain inadequate tools for managing CDS features, including the ability to turn alerts on or off to achieve the level of functionality desired by clinicians. This is particularly true when CPOE systems contain medication-related CDS features based on a commercial knowledge base that generates an excessive number of nuisance alerts. In some cases, while the CPOE tools may allow specific alert features to be turned off, that may not be enough to satisfy clinicians. For example, it may be possible to turn off all class-based duplicate medication alerts. However, the tools within the CPOE system may not have the capability to turn off alerts for some medications, but not others within a particular class. Finally, in some cases, alert fatigue may simply be a side-effect of the underestimation by CPOE and content providers of the cost of false positive alerts. In particular, they may underestimate “the human factors involved when an excessive number of alerts are generated.” Regardless of their root cause, the impact of nuisance alerts goes beyond an individual clinician, patient or facility. Internally, they do not aid in the provision of quality care. This leads to diminished clinician confidence in the entire alert category. It can also decrease confidence in the alerting system and CDS as a whole, causing many clinicians to simply ignore or override what may be clinically relevant alerts. Nuisance alerts may also lead a facility to turn off entire alert groups, including some that may be relevant. Finally, alert fatigue can ultimately generate dissatisfaction with the CPOE system as a whole, which slows health IT adoption within the facility and impacts progress at the national level.

**FINDING RESOLUTIONS**

The burden of resolving the problem of alert fatigue is one shared by both providers and HIT and content vendors. It requires finding the right balance between the wants and needs of the clinician and the safety of the patient, and then deploying the CDS technologies that deliver the functionality necessary to address those needs without diluting the positive aspects of medication alerts. One promising solution is the practice of tiering alerts based on severity, which has been shown to increase compliance rates. In a study examining the impact on compliance of tiering drug-drug interactions by severity level, researchers found that about two-thirds of the Level 1 alerts at the non-tiered site were overridden. It also found a difference in compliance for alerts presented in the same way – hard stops that required an override or “non-hard stops” that were nonetheless interruptive – even though the underlying databases driving the alerts were the same. The researchers concluded that the findings suggest that how alerts are prioritized and presented may be as important as which alerts are delivered, and that un-tiered alerts may present a higher risk because “even very serious alerts often are overridden when this is done. Failure to tier resulted in substantially less recommended provider behavior.” Equally important, the study found that clinicians did not object to “hard stop” alerts at the tiered site because they occurred infrequently. This led the authors to conclude that “interrupting clinicians only for more serious interactions may make them more receptive to the alerts, and may be the reason why the compliance...
rate for tiered Level 2 alerts was almost three times higher than for non-tiered Level 2 alerts, despite a relatively similar presentation.”

Other resolutions include monitoring override rates and utilizing the resultant data to reclassify the severity of alerts that are frequently overridden. This was done successfully by one hospital, which utilized business intelligence software to monitor alert categories and determine alert triggers. After meeting with physicians to evaluate the findings, the decision was made to eliminate or adjust the severity level of certain alerts. The end result has been a significant reduction in the number of alerts triggered by orders submitted via CPOE.

More provider organizations are also seeking out medication-related CDS technologies that provide greater control over when and how alerts are presented. These technologies are attractive to facilities and individual clinicians because they allow end users to customize alerts according to specialty, or to suppress certain alerts such as those for medications a patient has already received. As a result, fewer nuisance alerts are triggered.

Finally, establishing a proactive feedback loop can provide a valuable learning channel for improving how and when alerts are triggered and presented. For example, vendors could provide feedback to the drug compendia, or enable hospitals to provide feedback through enhanced reporting capabilities, to identify alerts that are being consistently overridden. Doing so will provide valuable data that can be utilized to improve alert mechanisms within medication-related CDS tools and CPOE systems.

**SYSTEM-WIDE BENEFITS**

Alert fatigue, particularly as it relates to medications, is a very real and very serious problem that has national health IT implications. Too many low- or no-value alerts will negatively impact adoption of CPOE and CDS technologies, which will in turn impact the quality and safety of care provided.

Resolution is possible, however, if clinicians and vendors work together. Clinicians must be willing to provide meaningful input on their wants and needs. This will enable vendors to design technologies that address those needs in the form of CPOE and CDS solutions with the functionality necessary to customize or control alerts to ensure delivery of safe, quality patient care.
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